dementia, stroke & memory aids
TimeCue

VoiceCue

An excellent memory aid for people with dementia or
for people with learning difficulties. This device allows
you to record a single message and set the clock to
play back at a pre-set times.

An excellent memory aid for people with dementia or
for people with learning difficulties. This device allows
you to record up to five messages and set the clock to
play back messages at pre-set times.

For example, record "Time to take your medication" and
set the clock to play the message at 7a.m. Requires a
pen tip to record, so messages will not easily be erased
or mis-recorded.

Each message can be assigned two playback times.
For example, record "Time to take your medication"
and set the clock to play the message at 7 a.m. and
again at 6 p.m. If the message catches you off guard
and you're not sure what it said, just press the "replay"
button within one minute to repeat the last message.
Change messages or play time anytime you want.

Features a digital clock, and the messages are not lost
even if the batteries run low. TimeCue is light, sleek and
folds flat to fit neatly in your pocket or purse. An easy
and effective way to encourage independence at
school, home or in the community.

Requires a pen tip to record, so messages will not easily
be erased or mis-recorded. Features a digital clock,
volume control, and non-volatile memory (the
messages are not lost even if the batteries run low).

Multi-Memo Voice Recorder
Multi-Memo is a low cost yet highly useful recording
tool. It can play back multiple messages. Up to 60
voice messages can be saved. You can play back
each message one at a time by using the skip forward
and skip backward buttons. Individual messages can
be deleted when required. A lock switch allows you to
protect your messages from being accidentally erased.
As an educational tool it is great for providing
instructions, or recorded test questions for those with
reading difficulties. Use it for talking treasure hunts –
listen and follow directions to encourage problem
solving and reinforce understanding of prepositions.

Listen To Me
An affordable communication and memory aid with
good sound quality. You can record high quality voice
messages of reminders, familiar phrases, personal
narrative, stories, memories, requests etc.
Each button has a clear 2.5cm square sleeve on top for
symbols or pictures. Listen to Me is lightweight and
portable. It comes with its own carry case which acts as
a moisture guard, and can be carried by handle or
shoulder strap. The unit has a jack for an audio input
lead (supplied) so that you can record direct from CD
or tape. Tip: record on the lowest volume setting and
playback at one of three volume levels.

Record reminders, the steps to follow in an
independent activity etc.
You can use it to record sentences, practice pace,
pitch and develop awareness of tone, intonation and
emotion.
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Precious Pets
Life-like, "breathing" little bundles of joy. These pets offer the best of
owning an animal without the hassle or continual expense. The pets
are very realistic. They are life-size, carefully weighted to feel like a real
small animal, and ‘breathe’ too - the back subtly rises and falls as if
softly napping. The pet can be picked up out of its basket and placed
on the lap. Perfect for those who find the repetitive movement of
stroking or brushing a pet calming and soothing. Complete with collar,
brush & owner certificate. Suitable for stroking and enjoying the
experience of having a comforting weight on the lap, simulating a
sleeping animal. As the base contains a battery, it is firm and not
intended for cuddling. Breeds and colour may vary subject to
availability. For 3 years and over.
Size: Approximately 23L x 18W x 10cmH

Johan & Emelie Emotion Dolls
Reassuring and comforting, Johan and
Emelie are life-like characters to care for and
cuddle for an older person with Dementia or
a person with learning difficulties.
Doll Therapy can give something to care for,
& can provide a rewarding sense of purpose
as well as helping to reduce anxiety. For
children, the dolls can be stimulating and
encourage imaginative play. Because of
their realistic size, weight and appearance
they can awaken emotions and memories
too. Dolls can be dressed and used with the
Heart or with an essential oil aroma placed
in cotton wool in the pocket in their back for
added sensory input. Size: 65cmH

Empathy Cat
A warming companion, hand
puppet and weighted tactile pal.
Loved by all ages, from children to
older adults with dementia or
learning difficulties. Heatable and
seriously good to cuddle! Handwashable. Size: 30L x 18W x 30cmH

Inserted into the dolls, for a
relaxing rhythm of about 60
heart beats a minute. The
gentle vibration and subtle
sound adds further sensory
interest to the dolls.

AquaPaint - Meaningful Art for Older Adults & Special Needs
AquaPaint is designed for people with Dementia or
learning difficulties and provides an easy, relaxing activity
for a sense of accomplishment. Simply paint water onto the
sheets and watch the image appear - no mess and quickly
satisfying. Each themed set includes 5 different images
carefully selected to start a conversation once complete.
As the water dries, the image fades, ready to be used
again. Brushes not included. Size 26 x 21cm.

Days Out: A Visit to the Beach; Hot Air Balloon;
Ballroom Dancing; Royal Guard & Sailing Boat
Loves: Football, Flowers, Sewing,
Cars & Outdoors
In the Garden: Hedgehog; Roses;
Lawnmower; Vegetables and Robin
At The Seaside: Ice Cream Van;
Fish & Chips; Pier;
Bucket & Spade & Donkey Ride
Transport: Train; Motorbike;
Car; Bus & Vespa
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